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Localism at the Pub? The Road from “Boozer” to “Community Hub”

The purpose of this report is to document recent efforts by community  groups in London to save 
their local pub. Pub preservation is an issue which is attracting increased attention in the UK, and 
this awareness looks to be translating into mobilisation and even political action. In London, in the 
last year, two neighbourhood groups have succeeded in getting “their” pub recognised as an “Asset 
of Community Value” (ACV); building on these successes, the Campaign for Real Ale (CAMRA) 
has launched a “List  Your Local” campaign, aiming to get 300 pubs registered, nationwide, by the 
end of 2013; and a growing number of local authorities are looking to sharpen their planning 
department’s oversight of pub transformation (notably: Islington, Kensington & Chelsea, 
Lewisham).1
 Although there remains some uncertainty about the outcome of ongoing grassroots 
campaigns, and about the effectiveness of tools available to neighbourhood groups and planning 
officers, there has been enough engagement with the issue to justify a preliminary  assessment. The 
present assessment describes the main strategies available for local groups wishing to preserve their 
pub. Two stories – two pubs – are at the heart  of this report: the Baring Hall Hotel in Grove Park, 
Lewisham, and the Ivy House in Nunhead, Southwark. Both were sold to be turned into residential 
units; both are now registered as “Assets of Community Value” with their respective local authority 
(read their stories below).      
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The Baring Hall Hotel, Grove Park, Lewisham

The Baring Hall Hotel, situated in Grove Park, closed in 2009 following fire damage. It was by 
many accounts an unattractive venue, located in a decaying commercial centre. Given the rapid 
disappearance of historic buildings in the area, however, the Baring Hall remained for many Grove 
Park residents a symbol of local identity. 
 The pub was sold to a developer who introduced plans to demolish it and replace it with 
residential and retail units. Residents’ objections were not heard, not  by the developer nor by 
Lewisham Council’s planning officers. A campaign was launched by the Grove Park Community 
Centre, spearheaded by Stephen Kenny, initially  intending to get Baring Hall listed by English 
Heritage. These first attempts failed, but the group succeeded in getting the pub “locally  listed” by 
Lewisham Council in September 2012, after gaining support  from RIBA, the Ancient Monuments 
Society and SAVE Britain’s Heritage. 
 In the wake of this heritage listing, Grove Park activists applied to get Baring Hall listed as 
an Asset of Community  Value, a new category introduced by the recently enacted Localism Act. 
The pub was granted ACV status by Lewisham Council in early 2013 – one of the very first in 
London and in England – though the victory was bittersweet: due to delay in the Council’s 
consideration of the Baring Hall’s application, ownership of Baring Hall was transferred to pub-
owning company Antic Ltd a few days before Baring Hall was placed on the ACV list. 
 To this day, Baring Hall has not  been reopened as a pub, and Antic appears more interested 
in developing flats on the parking lot than in addressing the need for a community hub...        



 The similarities and differences between each pub’s trajectory will be further detailed in the 
body of this report. They inform us about the hedges communities have to clear in order to preserve 
their local pub. The analysis which follows concludes that the Localism Act provides an appealing 
instrument for community  control – the “community  right to bid” – but that local groups seeking to 
use that strategy  should not underestimate the resources it requires (financial and otherwise); most 
importantly, they should not forget the powerful role local authorities inevitably  come to play in the 
pub preservation issue, and thus the importance of lobbying.

1. Accessing Information
The first hurdle to effective community mobilisation is always access to information. Pubs may 
close for a number of reasons: Greater London Assembly member Steven O’Connell lists the tax on 
beer, competition from cheap supermarket alcohol, the economic crisis, the decline of footfall on 
the London high street, and pubco debt.2 One can add inflated London land values, which make it 
extremely attractive for a pub freeholder to redevelop. Put another way, the (financial) value of a 
building as a pub is often dwarfed by the land’s value as development site. 
 The reasons for closure are important because they are often cited as justification when 
planning permission is sought to transform the pub. However, these reasons can also hide murkier 
schemes. The developer who purchased the Baring Hall Hotel after it closed argued that reopening a 
pub would be unviable. The developer’s analysis was based, among other arguments, on the fact 
that no offer had been received to leasehold the building as a pub, and that pubs in the surrounding 
area had failed to demonstrate potential for financial recovery. However, after careful analysis and 
investigation by community members and local councillors, over the course of two years, it 
appeared that the developer had in fact failed to market the pub properly, had “omitted” to mention 
the successful transformation of a neighbouring venue, and had even refused two offers for 
leasehold as a public house (Interview Stephen Kenny).  
 This case illustrates the importance of access to information, a tricky business even for local 
authorities, some of which are now proposing drastic demands for justification in the event of pub 

The Ivy House, Nunhead, Southwark

The Ivy House is a large pub and music hall located in a residential area of Southwark. When it 
closed in April 2012, Nunhead residents mobilised to protect what they saw as a building of great 
architectural value and a venue of historic significance. With the help of CAMRA and some of the 
residents’ own professional networks (one is a member of the Georgian Society, one has legal 
expertise), they first obtained a Grade II listing from English Heritage. 
 Quickly, the community group  successfully applied to Southwark Council for the inclusion 
of the Ivy House on the borough’s list of Assets of Community Value. When the pub’s freeholder 
later sold the building, a group of residents and supporters, structured under the Ivy House 
Community Pub Ltd, was granted priority  to bid for its purchase; the Ivy House was acquired in 
March 2013, thanks in large part to a grant from the Architectural Heritage Fund, and to a loan 
from the Social Investment Business Group.
 At the time of writing in June 2013, the Ivy House Community Pub Ltd was in the process 
of gathering further funds for the renovation and subsequent operation of the pub. The group issued 
“community shares,” allowing more residents and supporters to buy a non-remunerated share in the 
non-profit business; with a target of £100 000 in community shares, the Ivy House is set to finally 
re-open as a neighbourhood amenity in September 2013.     
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transformation (see Section 4).3 Community groups have little option but to keep a sharp eye on 
notifications of planning applications, attend public meetings (where local residents first learned 
about the Baring Hall Hotel and the Ivy House’s situation), pressure their local authority for close 
monitoring, and comb through volumes of viability  reports. They can also lead their own 
investigation, as defenders of Baring Hall did when they contacted breweries and pubcos to inquire 
whether they had ever been notified of the sale of the pub (they hadn’t) (Interview Stephen Kenny). 
 An important caveat must be included here: currently, a pub transformation will only go 
through the steps to gain planning permission if the change of use also involves a change of “use 
class” (as defined by the Town & Country  Planning Order of 2010). What this means is that if a pub 
owner wants to transform it into shops, a bank or a café/restaurant, s/he does not need to apply for 
planning permission and the community may never be notified of the development until it is too 
late.4    

2. The Heritage Route
Before the Localism Act came into force, one of the few strategies available to community groups 
for pub preservation was to promote the building’s historical and architectural value, in the hope of 
getting it listed by English Heritage. A national heritage listing means that systematic planning 
permission must be sought for “demolition, change of use or alterations”.5 However, not every pub 
is eligible for such a listing. While the Ivy  House obtained national Grade 2 listing, the Baring Hall 
Hotel did not. 
 Justifying the Ivy  House’s listing, N. Pettigrew argues that “the Ivy House differs [in] that it 
is a rare 1930s example of… a suburban, back-street pub”, while admitting that  “[English Heritage] 
have… been guilty of taking pubs for granted”.6 One could argue that the Baring Hall is also a well-
preserved suburban pub, and its architect was a key member of the Arts and Craft movement. Two 
main difficulties can then be identified in the heritage strategy. One, again, has to do with 
knowledge: when Grove Park community members applied to get Baring Hall listed, they had not 
yet gathered much information, and were unaware that their own research would serve as the basis 
to evaluate the building’s heritage value (Interview Stephen Kenny). The Ivy House’s case 
benefited from access to such relevant knowledge, since a member of the community group 
involved in its preservation belonged to the Georgian Society. 
 The second difficulty involves translating local historical value into a broader, national 
heritage agenda. In the context  of Grove Park’s surviving history, the Baring Hall Hotel is a 
centrepiece, one of the few buildings left standing after decades of undiscerning demolition 
(Interview Stephen Kenny). This may  be the case in many neighbourhoods; but Baring Hall’s 
example shows that it will hardly do to ensure English Heritage’s support. 
 “Local” listing then becomes an option: a local listing is obtained with the local authority, 
which recognises historic assets at a smaller scale of significance. The local listing acts as a 
“material consideration” in a local authority’s appraisal of a planning application. However, a local 
listing does not provide any statutory protection, meaning it  requires no extra planning application 
where planning policy does not generally  require one: thus, a locally listed pub could still be turned 
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into a shop or a bank without  the need for planning consent.7 Furthermore, heritage considerations 
protect a building, but not necessarily its use as a pub. 

3. The Impact of Localism: A Community “Right to Bid”  
The Localism Act, which came into force in 2012, has been presented as a significant step towards 
increased community empowerment, though the reality  of how its provisions will translate on the 
ground is still cause for speculation. The “right to bid”, linked to what the Act calls “Assets of 
Community Value” (ACV), is one of such provisions.8  
 Residents in both Grove Park (Baring Hall) and Nunhead (Ivy House) placed a request with 
their local authority to have their local pub registered as an ACV. The novelty  of the ACV is that its 
nomination rests on a building-use or land-use’s current  (or recent) positive contribution to “the 
social wellbeing or social interests of the local community” – and not on heritage value.9 
 Once a pub is registered as an ACV, not only does the registration act as “material 
consideration” to preserve the building and its use, but it  also allows the community  to be notified 
when the pub is put on sale, thus securing their right to information. Most crucially, it provides two 
“moratorium” periods that place the community in the position of a priority  bidder. 1) For six weeks 
following the pub owner’s announcement of disposal, community members have absolute priority 
in expressing interest in bidding for the asset, meaning no other transaction can take place in those 
initial weeks. 2) The second moratorium comes if a community member does express interest: they 
have up to six months to prepare a bid and propose it to the owner, six months during which the 
owner can receive no other offers.       
 The “right to bid” is a potentially powerful tool, as the Ivy House’s case most brilliantly 
exemplifies: incorporated under a “community benefit society”10, residents have succeeded in 
purchasing the pub and are expected to open doors at the end of the summer. Baring Hall Hotel was 
also successfully registered as an ACV, but too late for residents to place their bid in the most recent 
disposal (more on that later). 

 3.1 Demonstrating a Pub’s Social Contribution
The resources needed for a “right to bid” to be exercised fully are considerable. Even before money 
is involved, community  groups face the challenge of demonstrating the pub’s social contribution to 
their locality. While not strictly  similar to the “social wellbeing or social interests” mentioned in the 
Localism Act, the multi-faceted definition of a “community hub”, as given by GLA member S. 
O’Connell, gives an idea of some of the aspects community members might want to mention in the 
application to register a pub as an ACV: the “key factors” that “result in a pub’s central position in 
the social fabric of its community”11, according to O’Connell, include “community cohesion” (a 
large pool of regular customers, lively  interactions, a setting in which new friendships can be 
struck, “social mix”…), economic “anchoring” (securing a street as a site of public passage and 
liveliness), the provision of public services and/or charity, and a more diffuse “cultural value” 
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which might be demonstrated by the extent to which residents identify  the pub with their 
neighbourhood.12  
 Not every pub can easily be defined as a “local and community pub”, catering 
predominantly to nearby residents and “locals”: the Institute for Public Policy  Research identifies 
that less than a third (29 %) of UK pubs can be categorised as such.13 And even when a pub does 
cater mostly  to its own residential neighbourhood, local support must often be “orchestrated”, 
transforming a pool of regulars into recognisable and mobilised community support. In its “List 
Your Local” campaign, CAMRA implies that “getting… people together to support the listing of a 
pub as an Asset of Community Value is easier than [one] might think”, and recommends that, where 
a recognised community group does not already  exist, one can be formed (with a minimum of 21 
members) with the help of “regulars”, CAMRA members, and “family and friends”.14 However, the 
Localism Act specifies that a “local connection” must be clearly  demonstrated by the nominating 
group (they all need to be on the electoral register for the given ward15). In Grove Park, local 
community  support was assured by several years of mobilisation around Baring Hall’s preservation, 
spearheaded by the neighbourhood’s Community Centre. Even then, the local group was asked for 
supplementary  evidence when they first submitted its application for ACV nomination (Interview 
Stephen Kenny). In Nunhead, residents did not all know each other before they  identified their 
common interest in saving the Ivy House. But this lack of existing social bond was quickly  made up 
for by a very strong organisational capacity. 
 As for the required proof of a pub’s “social” contribution, a look at the ACV nomination 
forms in Southwark and Lewisham reveals that, not only do they differ, but the questions are 
framed in the widest, vaguest possible way: Lewisham’s simply asks applicants to describe “why 
[they] think that the Council should conclude that the building or land is of community  value”. In 
the absence of clearer guidance16, obtaining ACV nomination therefore remains a bit of a gamble. 
Given the fact that nomination depends on a local authority’s evaluation that a pub can 
“realistically” continue to offer positive social contribution, there is a large amount of discretion 
involved in the borough council’s decision. 
 It will thus be interesting to see whether CAMRA’s campaign to widen use of ACV 
nomination is successful. In their own analysis, planning law firm Cornerstone Barristers are clearly 
of the opinion that it  will not: “the reality,” they judge, “is that [ACV legislation] will encourage 
unrealistic and unrealisable local expectations,” and that “the cases in which the new provisions will 
be of real practical value are likely to be few in number.”17    
 
 3.2 From Bid to Buy
The Ivy House’s case nonetheless demonstrates that a community group is indeed capable of 
following the entire process from “right to bid” to actual freehold purchase. If anything is to be 
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learned from their example, it is the need for a solid business plan – and for happy financial 
circumstances. With the buying price of the building at 810 000 pounds, the community  would 
never have succeeded in purchasing the Ivy  House (Baring Hall was advertised for 580 000) 
without a loan from the Architectural Heritage Fund (450 000) and a grant from the Social 
Investment Business Group (for another 450 000), plus another 100 000 in regular loans (which the 
group confessed are not readily available to cooperative/social enterprises). For additional working 
capital, the Ivy House group has resorted to community  shares, which they  are advertising to 
residents, local businesses, and breweries; so far they have raised some 120 000 pounds.18 
 Beyond the question of how communities can access such funds, the Ivy House’s business 
plan indicates that the consolidation of a viable “community hub” in London demands a diverse set 
of activities: a pub can no longer remain a mere “boozer”, but must incorporate activities for a wide 
variety of publics, from film screenings to concerts, from comedy to art exhibitions. Community 
leaders mobilised around Baring Hall had also identified this need for diversity, before they were 
told it was too late to bid: the pub was to include a micro-brewery, student residences and a skills 
academy in partnership with a neighbouring Crafts college (Interview Stephen Kenny). This type of 
diversity implies access to a vast social and professional network. Furthermore, it demands careful 
analysis of the pub’s socio-spatial context: a central pub like Baring Hall, which sits opposite Grove 
Park train station on a relatively busy  commercial street, will attract a different daily  clientele than a 
more hidden, strictly residential pub like the Ivy  House – with different implications about how to 
cater to the locality. 
 The Ivy House has not yet demonstrated its financial sustainability, but has so far been 
successful in its operations, both financial and social (judging from the overwhelming number of 
attendants at their April 14 meeting). They have also benefited from extensive legal and business 
advice, much of which given pro bono – and thus, again, requiring contacts and support. CAMRA 
and Locality19, among others, currently offer such advice or can facilitate contacts with external 
organisations.  

4. From Local to Local Authority?
As we have pointed out, local authorities retain a high level of discretion in their application of 
ACV legislation. This was most clearly  and most acrimoniously  demonstrated in the struggle 
around Baring Hall: after a three-year battle to save the pub, leading to head-first confrontation with 
Lewisham’s planning officers, community leaders were stunned to hear that  the building they had 
applied to register as an ACV had been sold on – only three days before the nomination was 
confirmed. This was a blow to well-developed plans for the future of the building. It was attributed 
to the Council’s (deliberate?) delay in accepting their registration request (Interview Stephen 
Kenny). 
 However, the Baring Hall case also involves a success story, of sorts. Spurred by  high-
profile pub closures like the Baring Hall’s but also the Catford Bridge Tavern’s nearby in 
Lewisham, and taking advice from experienced community leaders (Interview Stephen Kenny)20, 
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Lewisham councillors have proposed additions to the Development Management Local Plan (which 
makes provisions for development management to conform to Core Strategy guidelines) that would 
place heightened planning restrictions on pub transformation. The proposals would require 
applicants for redevelopment (into any use class) to provide evidence of “appropriate marketing for 
a constant  period of at least 36 months at  the existing use value,” evidence “that the premises have 
been offered to use or to hire at a reasonable charge to community or voluntary  organisations over a 
twelve month period and there is no longer a demand for such use,” as well as a detailed viability 
report demonstrating that “all reasonable efforts have been made to preserve the public house 
(including all diversification options explored”.21 
 If the proposal does make it past public consultation (where it  is bound to meet with 
resistance from pub owners), this would constitute a strong and systematic framework guarding 
against unwarranted pub transformation, accomplishing at a borough scale what local activists 
currently struggle for at a local level.   

Conclusion: Towards a Prudent Localist Strategy
The above stories and analyses indicate that local efforts at pub preservation are currently offered 
two main options. Both national heritage and ACV strategies are effective but  remain limited in the 
range of cases to which they can successfully apply. Instead of concluding that ACV and “right to 
bid” localism are a mirage, though, we can point to two successful nominations and establish that, 
for all the difficulties Grove Park and Nunhead residents faced, at the very  least they  succeeded in 
placing the pub at the centre of local attention, and in fostering a sense of local belonging. In the 
case of Grove Park (Baring Hall), energies mobilised around a single building have translated into 
an ambitious project for neighbourhood planning (Interview Stephen Kenny). Such local impact is 
hugely significant and should not be dismissed in the face of legal-administrative constraints. 
 It remains that local groups should not themselves dismiss the tremendous gains that can 
come from lobbying at local authority level. Only  by  working at the two scales can pub preservation 
bring communities what they have been fighting for: comfy local boozers and vibrant community 
hubs.         
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